Student Member Beneﬁts
ACM continues to expand its programs and initiatives, oﬀering timely access to revelant information,
resources to enhance your career, and communications tools that follow the path you create.

ACM Professional Development

ACM Special Interest Groups

ACM Student Academic Initiative (SAI) access to software and courseware
through unique partnerships for
Student Members at no additional
cost.

36 Special Interest Groups (SIGs) for virtually every major
computing ﬁeld oﬀering conferences, proceedings and
newsletters, and providing ﬁrsthand knowledge of the latest
development trends.

Career & Job Center - opportunity to
view and apply for targeted
technology jobs, including postings
often not seen on commercial sites,
powered by JobTarget®

A great way to meet peers, delve into technical areas, and
volunteer for interesting projects. Popular SIGs include
SIGGRAPH (Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques),
SIGCHI (Computer-Human Interaction), SIGARCH (Computer
Architecture), and SIGPLAN (Programming Languages).
http://www.acm.org/sigs

Free e-mentoring services with professionals in engineering
and science through MentorNet®, the leading mentoring
organization.

ACM Learning Center
Resources for lifelong learning - essential tools to stay informed and competitive in our constantly changing world.
http://learning.acm.org
ACM Online Books and Courses
Online books from Books24x7®
online courses
Students transitioning to Professional
Membership are eligible for online
books from Safari® Books
Online, featuring leading publishers
such as O'Reilly.

ACM Conferences
Student discounts for SIG Conference registration fees plus
access to more than 170 ACM-related international
conferences, symposia, and workshops annually featuring
leaders in information technology and computing.
http://dl.acm.org/conferences.cfm

ACM Tech Packs
Innovative, integrated learning packages
for serious computing professionals on
topics in computing compiled by subject
experts.
http://techpack.acm.org
ACM Learning Paths
Accessible entry point to essential skills and technologies
created by top experts and trainers. Paths on Ruby and Python.
http://learning.acm.org/path

ACM Local Chapters
500+ Student Chapters oﬀering seminars, lectures, and
opportunities to meet and network with peers and experts in
computing and information systems.
http://www.acm.org/chapters

ACM Publications

ACM Digital Library

ACM publishes, distributes, and archives original research
and ﬁrsthand perspectives from leading computing and IT
professionals. Many ACM publications include practical
content for software developers, designers, and engineers.
ACM's dozens of publications include:

The world’s most comprehensive database of literature for
computing professionals who drive innovation in the digital
age. Browse and search with full-text access to ACM journals,
conference proceedings, magazines and newsletters with an
ACM DL subscription. Share
and export detailed
bibliographic resources from
other publishers.

u Communications of the ACM (CACM) - the

ﬂagship magazine featuring news, viewpoints,
practice, contributed and review articles, and
research highlights. http://cacm.acm.org
u XRDS

- the magazine for students delivers
tools, resources, knowledge, and
connections for computing students
to succeed academically and
professionally.
http://xrds.acm.org

u interactions

- the premier publication in
human-computer interaction.
http://interactions.acm.org

Broadened Citation Pages
with tabs for metadata and links to expand exploration
Personal Binders to
annotate and share
bibliographic citations/
reading lists
Interactivity Tools including
RSS feeds, bibliographic
exports and social network
channels to retrieve data and
introduce user content
http://dl.acm.org

u acmqueue.com

- practical content from
leading experts, plus case studies, CTO
roundtables, video and downloadable
audio content, RSS and aggregation tools.
http://queue.acm.org

u Journals

- cutting edge aspects of
computing by leading experts plus our
world-renowned Transactions Series of
34+ titles featuring peer-reviewed articles.
http://www.acm.org/publications

u Conference proceedings -

produced by
ACM's 170+ worldwide annual conferences.
http://dl.acm.org/proceedings.cfm

Additional ACM Beneﬁts and Services
u Student Quick Takes - e-digest on news for students

www.acm.org/membership/student/sqt

ACM Student competitions
ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC) sponsored by IBM featuring thousands of teams from across
the globe, is a multitier, team-based, programming
competition, fostering creativity, teamwork, and innovation in
building new software programs.
http://cm.baylor.edu/welcome.icpc
ACM Student Research Contest - sponsored by Microsoft
Research, enables undergraduate and graduate students to
present their research to computer science professionals and
fellow students at selected Special Interest Group conferences.
http://src.acm.org

u Ubiquity

- opinion magazine and forum.
http://ubiquity.acm.org

u TechNews

u eLearn

u CareerNews

u Communications Newsletter

- tri-weekly e-digest delivering the latest IT
news. www.acm.org/technews
- twice monthly e-digest on career-related
topics. www.acm.org/careernews

u acmqueue

- e-newsletter providing notiﬁcation on new
website content. http://queue.acm.org

u MemberNet

- monthly e-newsletter on ACM people and
activities. www.acm.org/membernet

- magazine on distance learning
www.elearnmag.org
- monthly highlights of

Communications of the ACM
u ACM Bulletins

- notices of ACM news and initiatives

u Email Forwarding -

free acm.org email address with Postini

spam ﬁltering
u Table-of-Contents Alerts

- for ACM journals, magazines,
proceedings or SIG newsletters

ACM is dedicated to the advancement of computing as a science and as a profession.

www.acm.org

